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Pronunciations and spellings of Mesoamerican names require
some attention. In the sixteenth century, the letter “x” in the
Spanish alphabet was pronounced like the phoneme “sh”
in English today. In general, names in native Mesoamerican
languages with this consonant require the “sh” sound – as in
Yaxchilan, for example – and a final “j” is an aspirated “ah,”
so that an approximation of the Copan king Yax Pasaj’s name
would be “Yash Pasah.” Most Mayan “c”s, regardless of the
following vowel, are hard. When “u” precedes another vowel,
the resulting sound is similar to a “w,” as in Nahuatl. Spanish
words ordinarily have a stress on the final syllable unless they
end in a vowel, “n,” or “s” (when preceded by an “n” or a vowel)
– in which case the penultimate syllable is stressed. Most words
in Nahuatl, the language of the Aztecs, take the emphasis on
the penultimate syllable. Words in Mayan languages are not
strongly accented. Accents are generally used in this work
only where they occur on names in Spanish (e.g. José). In
general, place names used here are the standard ones found
on maps published by national governments, although accents
have been dropped where they would not be used in native
pronunciation.
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Preface

As I have written this book for over thirty years, I have learned
not to get comfortable with one set of interpretations, nor with
a chronology, nor even a geography. The Art of Mesoamerica now
starts earlier, with radiocarbon dating that reveals control of
Mesoamerica’s signature material, jade, back to 1800 bce in the
tropical forest of the Gulf Coast. Its end is signaled with the
Spanish invasion of 1519, but the manipulation of Mesoamerica’s
precious materials – whether feathers or pigments or obsidian
– does not cease abruptly, like the drop of a curtain, and the
negotiations of the sixteenth century can be understood to be
a part of the process of Mesoamerican art-making rather than
a coda. New discoveries continue to change the contours of study
and knowledge. The single largest Aztec monolith ever to be found
came to light at the ancient capital within the heart of Mexico City
in 2006; in 2017, archaeologists announced that they had found
both a tower of hundreds of human skulls and a sacrificed wolf
with twenty-two golden adornments. No one can predict what
revelations lie ahead.
The first decades of the twenty-first century have been rife
with raw, new discoveries, from Olmec heads that have rolled
out of ravines along the Gulf Coast to the opening of some of
the wealthiest tombs that the Maya interred deep within massive
pyramids. National Geographic magazine continues to provide
insightful coverage of archaeology, although its focus on the
worldwide excavations it supports directly can result in less
attention for Mexico. Arqueología Mexicana, on the other hand,
focuses exclusively on the archaeology of Mesoamerica and
combines the latest discoveries within Mexico with considerations
of materials known for centuries, providing both breaking news
and satisfying digestion of familiar works. News of discoveries
travels faster than ever before by all means electronic: measured

coverage follows at mesoweb.com and at theguardian.com/science/
archaeology. High-quality photographs and video postings can
take the interested observer from armchair to fieldwork with
unprecedented ease. At the same time that new information
proliferates – and with generally improved Wikipedia entries
that detail site walkthroughs or the careers of archaeologists –
the latest technology often results in homogenized, simplified
readings and interpretations, repeated from one web posting
to another. The journal Ancient Mesoamerica covers art and
archaeology, while the newly founded Latin American and Latinx
Visual Culture will address art history exclusively, across all regions
and time periods, including Mesoamerica.
Recent exhibitions continue to bring new discoveries and
scholarly interpretations to a broader audience. As I write this,
thoughtful exhibitions have galvanized those interested in
Mesoamerica: “Teotihuacan: City of Water, City of Fire” brought
the unprecedented new discoveries of the twenty-first century from
that ancient capital to San Francisco and Los Angeles in 2017 and
2018, while “Golden Kingdoms” amassed treasures of gold, textiles,
jade, turquoise, and stone from the Andes to the Aztecs, drawing
crowds in both Los Angeles and New York City in 2018. “Made in
the Americas,” launched at Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts in 2015,
brought together a worldwide deployment of new materiality from
the moment of the Spanish invasion into the eighteenth century.
Special exhibitions sponsored by Mexico City’s Museo Nacional
de Antropología, with stunning catalogs, have resulted in long
queues of visitors. More broadly in Mexico, the National Institute
of Anthropology and state governments have launched museums
at a number of sites to host new discoveries, from Cancun in the
Maya region to Tehuacan, Puebla. Around the world, museums
have put their collections online, making it possible to conduct
more research from one’s own computer. Museums increasingly
follow guidelines that limit the growth of their collections to works
long in circulation; resolving the problem of orphan collections in
private hands will require long-term solutions.
At the same time that many native languages can be considered
“endangered” and at risk of ceasing to be spoken, others increasingly
play a role in the United States. Open-air markets in California are
punctuated by the glottal stops of Mixtec; I have heard Nahuatl
spoken in New Haven supermarkets. Nahuatl words, particularly
names of foodstuffs, continue to migrate into common parlance:
chipotle now seems as familiar a word in English as do tomato and
avocado. Even The New York Times covers pelota, the traditional
Oaxaca ballgame played by those of Zapotec and Mixtec descent
in the public parks of California.
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Although serving in the Yale administration made it difficult
for me to conduct new research through 2014, I have been
absorbed once again in Mesoamerica, particularly through
new research launched as Slade Professor at the University
of Cambridge, England, in 2015. Collaborations have proved
stimulating. My work with Stephen Houston, Michael Coe,
and Karl Taube on the Grolier Codex was particularly rewarding;
Megan O’Neil and I wrote a companion volume to this one, Maya
Art and Architecture (2014), and then launched research on the
history of American collections of Mesoamerican art; Claudia
Brittenham, Virginia Miller, and I are working on a project on
Chichen Itza; Matthew Robb and I wrote on Mesoamerican
architecture for the current Banister Fletcher architectural
compendium; Diana Magaloni and I have worked together on
Malintzin (La Malinche). Barbara Mundy has been an excellent
sounding board for new ideas. Andrew Turner, postdoctoral
fellow at Yale, has brought sharp ideas and even better eyes to the
University collections; he generously read the fifth edition of this
book and gave me detailed feedback. Sara Altuna and Julia Kahn
also read the last edition carefully, and Sara assisted with picture
research and editing for this edition. I am grateful to have had
a year of research leave at the National Gallery of Art, which gave
me the opportunity to synthesize my thinking in fresh ways and
on all sorts of subjects.
As Winston Churchill wrote, “to improve is to change.” Over
the years I have continued to learn and thus to change; the close
reader of this book will find that many ideas and emphases have
changed in this edition. For the first time since I drafted the
original edition of The Art of Mesoamerica in 1985, I have rethought
every word you will read in this sixth edition. I’ve also worked
to illustrate new discoveries, and to foreground objects with an
archaeological context wherever possible.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

At the time of the Spanish invasion, the great Aztec ruler
Motecuhzoma II kept tax rolls accounting for tribute paid
from regions far to the north and south, from the limits
of the barbarian (“Chichimec”) north to the rich, cacaoproducing coast of modern Guatemala. If we extend these
limits across their respective lines of latitude, 14 to 21 degrees
north, we define Mesoamerica, a cultural region united by
use of the ritual 260-day calendar and a locus of New World
high civilizations for over 3,000 years, from 1500 bce until the
invasion of the Spanish, led by Hernando Cortés in 1519 ce.
Although the Caribbean, southern Central America, northern
Mexico, and the United States Southwest all had contact with
Mesoamerica, these connections waxed and waned over time
to a greater degree than the internal connections among the
peoples of Mesoamerica. Nevertheless, these more distant
contacts were important, introducing both goldworking from
the south and precious turquoise stones from the north.
These borders were not real ones of course, nor would
Motecuhzoma II have recognized the cultural label of Aztec,
although he would have known the name Aztlan, the legendary
home of his people. Both Aztec and Mesoamerica are labels
that scholars have developed: Alexander von Humboldt may
have first proposed the term Aztec, to capture the concept of
diverse Nahuatl-speaking peoples in the Valley of Mexico; its
use by William Prescott, in his bestselling Conquest of Mexico
(1843), popularized the term in the United States – and even
inspired a spate of paintings based in its narratives. Although
Aztec is not an indigenous term, it will be used throughout this
book. Similarly constructed, Mesoamerica captured the ring of
Mesopotamia in the mid-twentieth century, and perhaps some
of its authority for both place and culture.
11

3, 4

203

But challenges to Mesoamerica as a cultural framework
are valid to the north, south, and beyond. What were long
thought to be mysterious “spatulas” found in Belize caves
are now recognized as Taino vomit spoons, evidence of close
connections among the Caribbean islands and Mesoamerican
peoples, for example. Bernal Díaz del Castillo, the principal
chronicler of the Spanish invasion, noted that a cook his ship
brought from Jamaica also spoke Mayan, attesting to the
vitality of circum-Caribbean connections – and also putting
into keen highlight the sheer intelligence and imagination
of the multilingual woman Malintzin, usually known as
La Malinche, perhaps the architect of the Spanish campaign.
Connections were further documented by Ferdinand
Columbus, who captured a large sea-going canoe, laden high
with goods and people, traveling off the coast of Honduras.
Far to the north, scientists have discovered residues of a
chocolate drink at Chaco Canyon, a major cultural center in the
American Southwest between 850 and 1250 ce, and, moreover,
in distinctive tall, black-and-white ceramic vessels that seem
to emulate those of the Maya, on which written inscriptions
name the contents as chocolate. Who carried the message
that the beverage should be served in such vessels? The gold
disks dredged from the Sacred Cenote at Chichen Itza started
The Maya formed tapered cylinders for the serving of frothy cacao (LEFT).
Recent studies of eleventh-century ce vessels from Chaco Canyon, New Mexico
(RIGHT), have revealed traces of tell-tale theobromine, the stimulant in chocolate,
confirming long-distance trade between Mexico’s tropical forests and the arid
American Southwest. Yet more astonishing for the study of art is that the form,
size, and slip patterning of the Chaco vessels emulates a Maya model.

3, 4

as “blanks” brought to the Maya region from southern Central
America. Only a skilled artisan from that distant region could
have taught the local artisans of Yucatan how to transform the
novel, precious material with the dramatic renderings of the
Maya. People and goods were indeed on the move, from what
is now Panama to New Mexico, and across the Caribbean sea.
Despite the narrow latitudinal range of conventional
Mesoamerica, the region is characterized by climatic and
topographic diversity, extremely variable in both altitude
and rainfall. The tribute paid to Motecuhzoma II ranged from
jaguars to eagles, and from exotic bird feathers to gold and
jade treasure, materials and resources found in greatly varying
ecological zones. The high, cool valleys contrast sharply with
the steamy lowland jungles, and then, as now, the valleys
attracted dense populations. Certain critical resources, such
as obsidian, the “steel” of the New World, were found only
in volcanic flows; cacao and cotton grew in moist, tropical
regions. Chert and flint occur widely, but a preferred color –
say, the red chert of Chalcatzingo – took on particular value
in some contexts. Trade in these goods brought highland and
lowland Mesoamerica into constant contact.
Origins, materiality, and culture

The date of the arrival of humans to North and South America
is disputed, with the latest contested evidence coming from
mastodon bones recovered in San Diego, California. Certainly,
the greatest waves of people migrating from southern Siberia
across a land passage that opened at times of low sea level,
taking advantage of the coasts and their abundant foodstuffs
to reach Mesoamerica, started no earlier than 20,000 years
ago and certainly by 10,000 bce. Early humans brought only
dogs among the domesticated animals of Asia, eliminating
reservoirs for diseases shared with humans – and meaning that
thousands of years later there was no resistance to European
diseases when the foreigners invaded. Additionally, without
oxen, cattle, sheep, goats, and pigs, Mesoamerican peoples
developed alternative sources of protein, especially seeds and
insects, and without draft animals, humans had to carry every
load, every stone, every trade good on their backs.
Despite these hardships, waves of people continued to move
across the American continent, with newcomers moving from
north to south right up until the Spanish invasion. These
waves affected the political geography of Mesoamerica, for
each succeeding movement of peoples required readjustment
on the part of the others who sought to stay in place. For
instance, some think that Nahuatl speakers were late arrivals,
Introduction
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5
5 Hammered of gold sheet metal and then cut or pressed, these stunning
elements were once attached to a wooden mask. Recovered in four crumpled
pieces (the feathered serpent at right was cut from the eye ring) from the Sacred
Cenote at Chichen Itza, this mask was probably worn by a priest of the Feathered
Serpent with solar attributes. c. 900 ce.

entering the Valley of Mexico at the fall of Teotihuacan in
the sixth century ce, and perhaps in part responsible for that
city’s decline. These Nahuatl speakers soon dominated the
highlands, developing first as peoples known in Mesoamerican
memory as the Toltecs and later into what we know as the
Aztecs. Yet the extremely important people of Teotihuacan
remain of unknown ethnicity. Were they also Nahuatl speakers?
By the time civilization emerged in the second millennium
bce, village life had taken hold across Mesoamerica, with
underpinnings of agriculture appearing at the same time. With
the rise of the Olmecs, around 1500 bce, art and architecture
appeared that would have lasting characteristics – systems of
value, ideology, and perhaps social organization. But the Olmec
did not survive beyond 400 bce, leaving modern peoples to
grasp at archaeology to understand their practices and beliefs,
including the power they attributed to a maize deity, versions
of which would later remain a central figure in Mesoamerican
religion. Civilization upon civilization succeeded the Olmec,
many known by the names of the languages that endure
today: Maya civilization occupied both the tropical lowlands
of Yucatan, Chiapas, Guatemala, Belize, and Honduras, as well
as the adjacent rugged and volcanic mountains that provided
14
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valuable mineral resources; Oaxaca would be home to Zapotec
and Mixtec cultures; and in Central Mexico Teotihuacan rose
to become the greatest of all Mesoamerican cities, followed by
Tula and Tenochtitlan – the Nahuatl-speaking Aztec capital
that would fall to the Spanish invaders in 1521.
Compared with the Old World, Mesoamerican technological
development seems slow. Absence of a draft animal may
explain why the wheel and its critical component, the axle, were
never developed; even today in the Andes, the llama serves as a
pack animal but will not pull a cart. Wheels, but not axles, turn
up on toys in Central Mexico and in Veracruz, never making the
leap to the pulley, potter’s wheel, or even a human-propelled
vehicle like a rickshaw or wheelbarrow. Obsidian tools and
weapons served in place of wrought metal ones. (But obsidian,
though easily chipped, in fact makes such a sharp instrument
that it has been returned to use by modern ophthalmic
surgeons!) Metallurgy was first developed in the Andes about
3000 bce, and metalworking techniques were gradually passed
north, traveling up through Central America and only arriving
in Mesoamerica about 800 ce. Even then, however, metals did
not replace stone and obsidian functional objects, and precious
metals were worked instead into luxury goods: jewelry, masks,
Perhaps sent to Charles V by Cortés, this exotic Aztec feather headdress
has been preserved in Vienna since the Spanish invasion. Some scholars have
speculated that Motecuhzoma II himself might have worn it.

6
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and headdress elements – although gold never completely
replaced jade, nor later turquoise, as the most precious material.
Cortés’s men quickly learned that the people of Mesoamerica
valued greenstones more than any other material, and gold was
willingly traded for green glass beads. Even Spanish invaders
found this to be true: on the run in 1520, Bernal Díaz del Castillo
found that the jade beads in his pocket kept him fed. Dozens of
fine masks of precious greenstones, including malachite, have
been excavated in the past few years at Palenque, Teotihuacan,
and Calakmul. Throughout Mesoamerican history, the finest
objects were worked from jade and other green materials,
such as feathers. What has come to be called “Motecuhzoma’s
headdress,” was made of 400 long green quetzal, blue cotinga
and pink flamingo plumes and studded with jade disks and
tiny, hollow gold beads. Even if sustainably harvested, valued
feathers were scarce: a male quetzal grows only two meter-long
feathers at a time.
We know of the great importance of woven and embroidered
cloth to the ancient Andes: artisans invented woven cloth before
ceramics, a first in the documented history of the world. The
Mesoamericans, equally, discovered wild cotton and learned to
spin and weave, and no single item was more widely demanded
in tribute at the time of the Spanish invasion – whether plain
white weave or fancy and colorful brocade and embroidery,
along with finished dresses and full warrior suits. Cloth was
also a standard measure of exchange in the marketplace.
Although almost nothing survives of ancient Mesoamerican
textiles today, the reader should keep it in mind as an important
and valued artistic medium, one that can be traced in other
aspects of art-making: a weaver sees the entire pattern unfold
in her mind (and, by and large, the weaver on the backstrap
loom was and is female), the part standing in for the whole.
This concept of the visual synecdoche allows for the abbreviation
of iconography to an element, demonstrated early on by the
Olmec but equally characteristic of the Aztec. The first complex
and widely shared belief system, that of the Olmec, and known
principally from stone and ceramic, could be reduced to
“plectogenic” designs – that is to say, those that could conform
to the constraints of weaving. In turn, as an easily portable
medium, weaving may have supported the dissemination
of a belief system. Working with wefts and warps gives the
maker an understanding of the value of right angles, helping
to establish the principles of symmetry. Key to weaving is the
grid, the principle that underpins the city of Teotihuacan itself.
Textile workers would have mastered the skills necessary to
dye threads – particularly challenging for cotton and agave
16
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7 Olmec artisans selected
translucent blue-green jade for
this sober rendering of the adult
who holds the Rain God, carved
with baby-like features.

7

64

fibers – with indigo and cochineal, developing techniques
transferable to Mesoamerican painting.
Long before the emergence of civilization in Mesoamerica,
humans had domesticated manioc (cassava, the source of
tapioca), beans, squash, tomatoes, avocados, sunflowers, sweet
potatoes, and chili peppers; they learned to harvest wild cacao
pods for chocolate and the pods of a certain wild orchid for
vanilla, and they kept productive stingless honeybees in hollow
tree trunks. Even in Olmec times, surpluses made it possible
for groups to support full-time specialists devoted to art and
architecture. By the first millennium ce, these crops supported
rising populations, which in turn required the development
of high-yield agriculture, including terraces, ridged fields,
and raised fields. Not only were there full-time craftspeople
and artisans, but also astronomers to chart the movements
of the heavens and poets to tell the stories of gods and heroes.
By 100 bce, the Maya and perhaps others had put into use
a calendar of interlocking cycles as accurate as any known
today – and certainly more accurate than the Julian calendar
used by Cortés and his men. Powerful lords commissioned
monumental city plans that transformed natural geography
with vast pyramids and ranging palaces, frequently with rich
Introduction
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burials, caches, or offerings within that testify both to the
value of such materials and the power objects can gain when
removed from circulation.
Chronologies and cultures

8

Because of its realistic system of human proportions and
complex hieroglyphic writing, Maya art long seemed a
reflection of a pinnacle of civilization, and by 1950, most
students of its art called its florescence between 300 and 900 ce
the Classic period. Preclassic and Postclassic were the terms
then assigned to the predecessors and successors of the Classic
Maya. Despite efforts to replace this terminology with such
conventions as those used in the Andes (e.g. “Late Intermediate
Period”), these terms survive, although the Preclassic is often
referred to today as the Formative. Formative, Classic, and
Postclassic periods should now be considered chronological
markers, not descriptive terms, and wherever possible dates
will simply be referred to by century, rather than period terms.
The Olmecs flourished first, with signs of the first complex
culture in the rainforest emerging after 1500 bce. So-called
Classic cultures are harder both to define and to align with
the fits and starts of Maya civilization before the time of Julius
Caesar and the burning of Teotihuacan, now pushed back to
before 600 ce. Cities in Veracruz and Oaxaca persisted and
even thrived after the collapse of most Maya southern lowland

8 With his elegant proportions, the
Maize God of Structure 22 from
Copan models an ideal human
form. Local volcanic rock lent itself
to three-dimensional forms.

Brilliant turquoise tesserae
cover a wooden support and yield
a dramatic face of an Aztec god;
pieces of shell form skeletalized
teeth. This mask may once have
served as part of a full deity suit
used to adorn a stone or wood
mannequin.
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centers around 800 ce. Strangely enough, the years 900–1325 ce
remain the murkiest in Mesoamerican cultural history, both
enlightened and confused by ethnohistory and as seen through
the lens of the Aztecs, who ruled supreme at the time of the
Spanish invasion. Although an earlier generation of scholars
insisted on reading Precolumbian cultural extinction within
a generation of the Spanish victory over the Aztecs in 1521,
both new materials and new interpretations now cast light
on the complexities of the Nahua-Christian world in the
sixteenth century.
Not all the art and architecture of ancient Mesoamerica
was lost from view as culture succeeded culture. Teotihuacan
in the Valley of Mexico was visited by Aztec rulers on regular
pilgrimages, and no ancient Mesoamerican city has been the
destination of more travelers – including early missionaries
and twenty-first-century schoolchildren. Indeed, the question
of the recovery and understanding of the past preoccupied
the Aztecs as much as it does archaeologists today (even if in
a different way), as recent excavations in the sacred precinct
of Tenochtitlan have shown. Objects and treasures were
uncovered by the Aztecs and brought to Tenochtitlan from
throughout the realm, often with little appreciation of their
original significance. These objects were then deposited in
caches, leaving yet greater archaeological and chronological
puzzles for today’s scholars.

Introduction
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Sources record that Motecuhzoma II’s grandfather, who
ruled in the mid-fifteenth century ce, sent out wise men to
seek the origins of the Aztecs, but no answers were found.
In turn, the Spanish wondered whether these new people
were truly human at all. Did they, so it was asked, derive from
the same creation in the Garden of Eden as they themselves
did? Explanations were sought for the isolation of New World
peoples: were the Amerindians a Lost Tribe of Israel or refugees
from Atlantis? Did they, as Father José de Acosta suggested in
the late sixteenth century, enter the New World by a land bridge
from Asia?
Even after it was accepted in the nineteenth century that the
Americas had been populated by the means Father Acosta had
suggested, as we have seen, Mesoamerica continued to be the
page on which perceived resemblances would be interpreted
as cultural contact. For example, the distinctive scrollwork of
El Tajín and of Ulua vases has been linked to the scroll designs
of China in the late Zhou dynasty. But these Chinese scrolls
were worked in bronze, and ceased to be made 1,000 years
before scroll designs took hold at El Tajín. Further, based on the
physiognomy of Olmec colossal heads, Afrocentrists have made
unfounded claims that early Mesoamericans came from Africa.
But it’s worth noting that many useful technologies – take the
wheel, for example – were generally not shared between Old and
New Worlds. Visually compelling though such suggestions may
be, one must also note that these claims fundamentally come
from those unwilling to accept the indigenous person today as
the descendent of great city-builders of the past. Although the
question of contact remains unanswered in all its details, by
and large it will be assumed here that ideas, inventions, and
civilizations arose independently in the New World.
The systematic recovery of ancient Mesoamerica did not
begin until almost 300 years after the Spanish invasion.
Starting at the end of the eighteenth century and continuing
up to the present, explorers have searched for the ruins of
ancient peoples. With the progress of time, archaeologists
have unearthed civilizations increasingly remote in age. It is as
if for each century logged in the modern era, an earlier stratum
of antiquity has been revealed. Nineteenth-century explorers,
particularly John Lloyd Stephens and Frederick Catherwood,
came upon Maya cities in the rainforest. Twentieth-century
research then revealed a much earlier complex civilization,
the Olmec. It now scarcely seems possible that the frontiers
of early Mesoamerican civilization can be pushed back any
further in time, although new work – particularly in Oaxaca
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Despite the romantic foliage and setting, Frederick Catherwood recorded
the West Building of the Nunnery at Uxmal with remarkable accuracy in the
1840s. He also made some of the earliest surviving renderings of the Maya
people of the region.
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and Veracruz – will continue to fill in details of the picture,
and perhaps deal the twenty-first century a few big surprises.
The process of discovery often shapes what we know about
the history of Mesoamerican art itself. New finds are just as
often made accidentally as intentionally. In 2003, workers
stabilizing a plaza at Teotihuacan stumbled upon the entrance
to what would be revealed to be a remarkable tunnel leading to
a hidden chamber under the Feathered Serpent Pyramid, sealed
about 1,800 years ago. Archaeology has its own fashions, too:
the mapping of new sites may be the prime goal in one decade,
the excavation of pyramids the focus in the next; in a third
decade, outlying structures rather than principal buildings
may absorb archaeologists’ energies. Nor should one forget
that excavators seek to explore their own interests, from the
social lives of objects to the roles of women in society. Modern
Introduction
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economic development often determines which ancient sites
can be excavated. In Mexico City, for example, the building of
the subway in the 1960s initiated the excavations that renewed
interest in the old Aztec capital.
The study of Mesoamerican art is not based exclusively
on archaeology. Much important information about the
native populations was written down in the sixteenth century,
particularly in Central Mexico, and it can help us unravel the
prehispanic past, often framing work that the information
was not meant to answer. Although there are many sources,
the single most important one to the art historian is Bernardino
de Sahagún’s General History of the Things of New Spain. A
Franciscan friar, Sahagún, with a team of many indigenous
authors, some of whose names can now be brought to light as
well, recorded for posterity aspects of prehispanic life in this
encyclopedia of twelve books, including history, ideology, and
cosmogony, as well as detailed information on the materials
and methods of the skilled native craftsmen. Furthermore,
ways of life – including, of course, language, but encompassing
far more – continue among indigenous peoples of Mesoamerica,
and scholars have increasingly found that sustained practice
and belief can illuminate the past. Remarkably, some scholars
have even turned this process around, teaching the practice of
ancient writing systems to modern peoples who may use it to
articulate identity in the twenty-first century.
What kind of antiquity did ancient Mesoamerican peoples
see for themselves? When they looked up at the heavens, they
saw a great serpent spanning the cosmos, forming the great
white road that we understand to be the Milky Way. Celestial
serpents, particularly plumed ones, brought bounty and culture
to earth, a notion made manifest in architecture, where plumed
serpents flow down balustrades. Venus, with its appearances
and disappearances as both Morning and Evening Star,
presided over war and sacrifice. Ancient Mesoamericans also
linked stars together to form constellations, with rare examples
like the Scorpion common to both Old and New Worlds. Among
these constellations are three bright stars in a triangle (we know
them to be stars in the constellation we call Orion) that form
the hearthstones set in heaven’s home by ancient gods as the
founding act of civilization, when humans took up permanent
residence and began to form villages. When Motecuhzoma
reviewed his tribute list, he would have known that every home
would have such a hearth – as indeed do many today. In a very
general sense, the story of Mesoamerica’s art begins with
this sense of home, and with permanency in one of the most
challenging locations: the tropical rainforest of the Gulf Coast.
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During the past fifty years, scholars have made great
progress in the decipherment and interpretation of ancient
Mesoamerican writing systems, a breakthrough that has
brought greater depth to our understanding of prehispanic
belief and practice. Maya inscriptions, for example – long
thought to record only calendrical information and astrological
incantations – can now be read: most stone inscriptions glorify
family and ancestry by displaying the right of individual
sovereigns to rule. The carvings can thus be seen as portraits,
public records of dynastic power. Although many generations
of scholars believed that Mesoamerican artists did not sign
their works, David Stuart’s decipherment of the Maya glyphs
for “scribe” and “to write” made it possible to study Maya
artistic practice from the internal point of view, where at
least one painter of ceramic vessels claimed relationship to
a Naranjo king. Now, the names of known Maya painters and
sculptors – all male – exceed most other ancient traditions
and equals the complexity of what they wrote. Knowledge of
the minor arts has also come in large part through an active
art market since World War II, garnered at a terrible cost to
the ancient ruins from which they have been plundered. In
the twenty-first century, knowledge of the past must also be
deployed to preserve it.

11 The Tovar Calendar was made for the Mexican Jesuit Juan de Tovar in 1585.
Labeled as “Tula,” this page depicts Coatepec, the “hill of snakes” where Tula
was founded. The cattail reeds indicate that this is a tollan, and the gushing
water makes it an altepetl, or “water mountain.”

